
Faculty Assembly Minutes 
 
December 11, 2015 (3:00pm) 
 
Attendance: Steven Abedon, Amy Brunell, Cynthia Callahan, Stavros Constantinou, Susan Delagrange, 
Joseph Fahey, Steve Gavazzi, Glenn Hartz, Norman Jones, Gary Kennedy, Del Lindsey, Phil Mazzocco, 
Barb McGovern, Bill Putikka, Dennis Shaffer, Heather Tanner, David Tovey, Faith Wyzgoski, Mollie 
Cavender, Terri Bucci, Ruth Lowery, Rachel Bowen, Kip Curtis, Kate Nelson, Yongmin Sun, Steven 
Joyce, Ozeas Costa, Carolyn Skinner, Sergei Chmutov, Scopas Poggo, Dawn Kitchen, Mirel Caibar, 
Agus Munoz-Garcia 
 
Excused: Elizabeth Kolkovich, John Thrasher, Kate Shannon, Carol Landry, Terri Winnick 
 
 
Approval of minutes  
 
A motion was made to approve the minutes from November 23, 2015 meeting.  The motion passed with 
20 ‘yes’ votes and 3 abstentions. 
 
End of Semester Committee Reports 
 
Attendees had an opportunity to ask questions about end of the semester committee reports. 
 
Arts and Lectures Committee 
 
Q: The events offered in 2015 did not include any ‘Arts’ events. Why?  
 
A: Dave Tovey, who joined the committee mid-year, reported that the present committee simply did not 
make this a priority.  In general, Arts and Lectures was hesitant to plan many events given the possibility 
that the committee would be disbanded. 
 
Curriculum Committee 
 
Q: What is the nature of the Math hire?  Is it a math-education hire?  Why was it posted at the Associates 
level? 
 
A (several): The retirement of Lee McEwan was a loss for both his home department (Math), as well as 
education, with whom he collaborated frequently.  It was hoped that the new hire might be able to 
address both issues.  The reasoning behind hiring at the Associates rank was that an Assistant-level hire 
would have a difficult time pursuing tenure if they were to truly step in and replace the functions lost when 
Dr. McEwan left.  However, due to budgetary concerns, we are now searching at the Assistant Professor 
level.  Ideally, the ideal hire would be a strong mathematician with the potential or stated interested to 
collaborate with the Education department.  Presently, there is a similar individual in the Math Department 
at OSU Newark who is thriving under such an arrangement. 
 
Professional Development Committee (PDC) 
 
Comment: The initial course release policy was intentionally unstructured to allow each individual to plead 
their own unique case in narrative form.  The implications of course releases for the workload policy were 
also kept vague.  The general purpose was to allow individuals with compelling time-demands (due to 
teaching, research, and so on) to be released from a course.  Initially, this policy seemed to work, in part 
because the number of applicants was approximately equal to the number of total courses which could be 
released each year (15).  However, this year the number of requests was greater than the available 
releases, due in part to the appearance of overload-based requests for course release (made for the first 
time in this application cycle).  As such, the PDC is encouraged to devise a more comprehensive and 
detailed approach to assessing the applications.   



 
Reply (several):  It was agreed that the PDC would work to revise the application process and forms.  
Dean Gavazzi also reported that Carol Freytag will be investigating the actual budget impact of the 
course release program over the previous two years to see if 15 is the proper number for total course 
releases (beyond standard course releases that are tied to positions).  Finally, it was clarified that if an 
awardee decides not to use their course release for whatever reason, it will be transferred to the next 
highest ranked applicant who did not receive a course release. 
 
Student Support Committee 
 
Q: Has there been any progress regarding adding handicap-accessible bathrooms to the first floor of 
Ovalwood hall?  
 
A (several): This has not been done.  However, there is a gender-neutral, handicap-accessible bathroom 
in the basement, as well as a handicap-accessible bathroom on the third floor.  Presently, the budgetary 
issues are hampering movement on first floor bathrooms.  It was suggested that we have better signage 
in the building regarding where handicap-accessible and gender-neutral bathrooms are.  There was also 
a call to update the bathrooms in the BLIC.  It was noted that the BLIC bathrooms had been renovated as 
part of the library renovation.  
 
Motion regarding Committee Restructuring Proposal (from the EC) 
 
The assembly discussed a proposal to combine several standing committees, the primary purpose of 
which was to address the situation of having too few faculty and staff to populate all of our standing and 
ad hoc committees.  In addition, it was felt in some cases a given committee was either not operating 
effectively due to budgetary or other reasons, or had become partially redundant based on recent staff 
hires. 
 
One such proposal entailed combining the Academic Enrichment and Library committees given that both 
serve functions that relate to the academic experience of students. 
 
In response to this proposal, one faculty member counter-proposed that because the Head Librarian 
already sits on the Curriculum committee, combining Library and Curriculum might make more sense.  
However, others argued that Curriculum was already too busy to take on any additional functions, even 
with additional personnel.  It was then argued that combing Academic Enrichment and Library would not 
be practical because students, who serve on the Library Committee, are typically excluded from the 
Academic Enrichment committee when decisions about scholarships are being made.  In general, Library 
and Academic Enrichment would appear to have different member profiles.  This was followed by yet 
another tentative proposal to combine Academic Enrichment with Arts and Lectures.  However, there was 
doubt about the future status of Arts and Lectures in general.  In addition, Arts and Lectures is a shared 
committee (shared with NCSC), and so combining it with a strictly OSU-M committee would be difficult. 
 
At this point, a consensus seemed to be emerging that although we had a problem that needed solving, 
there was no need to rush.  In fact, the problem might be comprehensive enough that it likely would 
require a dedicated ad hoc committee to address over the course of the coming year.  We are facing 
ongoing funding challenges, certain committees appear to be operating inefficiently, and the function of 
other committees have changed radically since the time when they first came into existence.  In addition, 
there are many individuals who have not been consulted about the combination plans, and whose 
expertise might be useful to have.  For example, Vanessa Kraps, current Head Librarian was consulted 
about the plan for committee combination, and she believed that Student Support might be the best 
match for the Library Committee. 
 
A faculty member then asked what is the least we could do to minimally populate our standing 
committees in 2016.  It was suggested that suspending Arts and Lectures, a committee with no budget for 
the past five years, would allow us to accomplish this goal. 
 



 
 
 
 
Glenn Hartz then made the following motion (second by Rachel Bowen): Arts and Lectures should be 
suspended for one year and revisited at that point in time. 
 
A faculty member pointed out that NCSC would need to be consulted since the committee was shared 
with them.  It was also pointed out that with our transition towards being a more residential campus, arts 
and lectures events will become even more essential.  In response to these points, it was reported that 
NCSC supports suspending the committee, and then argued that events have continued to be held even 
without the contributions of Arts and Lectures.   
 
The Assembly then voted on the proposal, which passed with 14 ‘yes’ votes, 7 ‘no’ votes, and 9 
abstentions. 
 
Committee for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI) 
 
There was a subsequent discussion regarding the status of the Committee for Diversity and Inclusion.  
Amy Brunell, outgoing chair of the CDI, reported that the purpose of a tentative proposal to merge the 
CDI with Student Support Committee was not to downplay the role of Diversity on the Mansfield Campus, 
but instead to more effectively handle Diversity responsibilities and issues.  By merging with Student 
Support, student-related diversity concerns might be more effectively conveyed to the faculty, staff, and 
administration.  Diversity issues that relate to staff and faculty might be addressed by the permanent 
Diversity and Inclusion hire. 
 
It was mentioned by another faculty member that each standing committee is supposed to appoint a 
Diversity Officer, but that it is not clear that this is being done.  Scopas Poggo also provided context for 
the discussion by providing campus history relating to Diversity and Black History Month efforts. 
 
At this point, there was a return to the idea of that a number of committees needed to be rethought. 
 
Ad Hoc Committee on Restructuring Committees  
 
Dawn Kitchen made the following motion (Cynthia Callahan second): An ad hoc committee should be 
formed with the purpose of restructuring and reformatting the standing and ad hoc committees.   
 
Associate Dean Jones suggested that the PDC, Curriculum, Academic Enrichment, and Budget and 
Finance, as currently construed, are not in a position to handle any new duties.  Student Support, 
Diversity and Inclusion, and Arts and Lectures would appear to have somewhat overlapping functions and 
may be good candidates for combining.  However, there are arguments against not having a stand-alone 
Diversity Committee at this point in time (e.g., community perceptions).   
 
One faculty member inquired about handling this task within the upcoming strategic planning process as 
opposed to appointing an ad hoc committee.  In response, it was noted that, although there is some 
overlap, the strategic planning process has much broader goals that dealing with committee 
inefficiencies.  However, it was hoped that the strategic planning process might inform the committee 
restructuring work.  It was also suggested that the EC might be an appropriate body to handle this task.  
However, it was pointed out that there appeared to be several faculty both willing and qualified to take on 
the task in an ad hoc committee setting. 
 
The Assembly then voted on the proposal, which passed with 25 ‘yes’ votes, 1 ‘no’ vote, and 4 
abstentions. 
 
Motion regarding Revised Budget and Finance Committee Guidelines (from the EC) 
 



The Budget and Finance Committee has produced a document containing procedures for making 
recommendations to the Dean regrading spending requests of at least $10,000.  Such requests include 
one-time expenditures, and special project requests that may be made by faculty, staff, or administrators.  
The new document was approved by the Executive Committee in a previous meeting.  A brief summary of 
the procedures is as follows:   
 

(1) The committee will issue a call for requests in early January, with a February 1 deadline.  
Recommendations will be forwarded to the Dean by March 1.  Requests made outside this 
timeline will be made directly to the Dean, who will forward them either to the Budget and Finance 
Committee (normally), or to the Executive Committee during the summer.   

(2) Requests will be evaluated with regard to four guiding principles: student benefits, recruitment 
and retention, faculty benefits, and financial impact to campus.  Requests will be put into one of 
four categories: Highest Recommendation, Strongly Recommend, Recommended, and Not 
Recommended at this Time. 

(3) Proposals for staff and faculty hires should be made directly to Senior Staff and Curriculum, 
respectively.  If the Dean accepts the recommendations, he or she will then consult the Budget 
and Finance Committee regarding the larger budgetary context and financial impact.  It should be 
noted that the Budget and Finance Committee provides advice to the Dean, and does not make 
final decisions.   

 
Discussion of the proposed guidelines document then proceeded.  It was clarified that the only types of 
requests that would not be covered by the policy would be the setting of capital campaign priorities, 
spending of donations, and state appropriations.  Only requests relating to general funds would be 
applicable.  It was also noted that the Dean was not required to seek feedback from the faculty on such 
spending requests; however, generally, faculty feedback would be considered useful. 
 
The Assembly then voted on the proposal, which passed with 26 ‘yes’ votes, 0 ‘no’ votes, and 3 
abstentions. 
 
Discussion of Culture Committee Recommendations 
 
There was an opportunity for the Assembly to provide any feedback regarding the recommendations of 
the Culture Committee.  It was clarified that the Executive Committee was to have the primary 
responsibility of coordinating culture events.  However, they had not been fulfilling this responsibility to 
date.  Phil Mazzocco, incoming Faculty President, agreed to create a system for coordinating culture 
events in the future. 
 
Additional Business  
 
Updating the Constitution 
 
An off-topic discussion regarding updating of the Constitution was held during an earlier part of the 
meeting.  Associate Dean Jones reported that the ad hoc Staff-Faculty Handbook Revision Committee 
hopes to move forward on their task in spring semester. Steve Abedon recently volunteered to join the 
committee especially in order to update the Constitution.  There were questions about whose 
responsibility it should be to maintain the document, and it was suggested that the Faculty Services Office 
Associate (currently Marna Utz) would be appropriate.  It was also emphasized that this document should 
be easily accessible on the website, and Associate Dean Jones indicated that he was working on that 
issue.  Finally, it was recommended that the document be revised such that it is clearer regarding the 
responsibilities associated with various campus positions (e.g., Faculty President).  
 
Textbook Uniformity Demands 
 
One faculty member reported that they were being forced to use the same intro-level textbook across 
campuses.  Faculty from other departments were generally not aware of such a policy in their own areas.  
Our incoming Senator, Agus Munoz-Garcia, was encouraged to inquire about this policy during the next 



Senate meeting. 
 
 
Update on Strategic Planning Process 
 
The Dean discussed the plan for the upcoming strategic planning process.  As had been previously 
communicated, the process will consist of the creation of a strategic planning committee, and three formal 
meetings during Spring term (one three-hour retreat early in the semester, and two later town-hall-style 
meetings).  The purpose of the retreat will be to create a basic strategic plan.  The two town hall meetings 
will be an extension of the plan set forth in the retreat. 
 
The core strategic planning group met for the first time on 12/12/15 to work on the format of the strategic 
planning process.  A retreat will take place on Friday, 1/22/16 from 9a-12p and will be followed by a pizza 
reception.  The retreat will be broken down into three hour-long sections.  During the first hour, the Dean 
will give a general overview of the process, and that the chair of the four main sub-committees will review 
their areas for approximately 10-15 minutes each.  During the second hour, a “world café” format will be 
employed in which attendees will spend 10-15 minutes providing ideas and feedback at four stations 
corresponding with the four main areas of emphasis.  During the third hour, the subgroups will report on 
the results of the brainstorming, and will try to reach some consensus about moving forward.   
 
Following the retreat, the core group will begin to formulate ideas about mechanisms to achieve goals set 
out in the retreat.  The first townhall-style meeting (Wednesday, March 23rd, 2016, during the common 
hour) will then be used to report the ideas of the core group, and to seek out additional feedback.  The 
second townhall meeting (Thursday, May 19, 2016, from 12p-2p) will serve to finalize the strategic plan. 
 
 
 
With no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 4:50 pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Phil Mazzocco 


